journal articles the week that he died … he was our father, and we loved him so.' ' The early part of Rollin's career in mammalogy was interrupted by World War II. After enlisting in the Navy in 1943, Rollin was assigned to duty on a submarine-chasing destroyer in the North Atlantic. He described the destruction of a German submarine-marked only by a spreading oil slick-as 1 of the sobering experiences of this duty. In 1944, Lt. Rollin Baker was selected as a member of Naval Medical Research Unit 2 (NAMRU-2), which trained at Rockefeller University and deployed to the South Pacific. Members of this novel organization included mammalogists and entomologists led by the famous epidemiologist Captain Thomas Rivers (Baker 1994) . In principle, NAMRU-2 was created as a means of conducting research on zoonotic diseases and providing force protection in the form of health guidance for ground forces engaged on the Pacific islands. Rollin used his time in the Pacific as a springboard to his dissertation on The Avifauna of Micronesia, Its Origin, Evolution, and Distribution (1951, University of Kansas Publications, Museum of Natural History, 3:1-359).
Rollin Baker's 1st postwar academic position was at the University of Kansas, where in 1948 he replaced Donald F. Hoffmeister and E. Lendell Cockrum as Curator of Mammals in the Museum of Natural History. Rollin participated in, or at times unilaterally provided, mentorship for young mammalogists. In some instances, he generously acted as a surrogate for the Museum Director, E. Raymond Hall. Many of these students, including J. Knox Jones, Jr., James S. Findley, Sydney Anderson, and Robert L. Packard, became significant leaders in the discipline. In fact, Rollin Baker described the era as ''what one might call the greatest 10-year (1946-1955) production line of graduate students of mammalogy (Baker, in manuscript).'' During his time at the University of Kansas, he served as the academic advisor for 2 Ph.D. students-Maurice Baker and Howard Stains.
Among tales from Rollin's time at Kansas, undoubtedly the most famous is known as the ''Hoot'' Baker affair. Baker's pal, Jim Findley, has explained that it all began on a field trip when Rollin misidentified a skinned bird carcass as 'pheasant' rather than owl and insisted on frying it for breakfast (Findley, J., 2005, Mammalogical reminiscences, pp. 171-183 (Baker 1963) . To accomplish this seminal research, which was both unique and visionary for its time, Baker recorded a monumental amount of distributional and taxonomic data on computer punch cards and used a metal rod to sort the cards by categories. By using this manual methodology, decades before search engines and desktop computational power, Baker was able to analyze complex data and gain new insights.
Rollin conducted regular summer field trips to Mexico, which became a traditional activity for his (and other faculty members) graduate and undergraduate research students. Thinking that students and the public would be interested in this fieldwork, he frequently invited a cinematographer to accompany him. As a result, some of his expeditions are documented, and today 15,000 feet of 16-mm film are archived in the Special Collections of the Southwest Collections at Texas Tech University. Aside from his interest in the biogeography of Mexican mammals, Rollin also recognized the need for a general book on mammals in Michigan. Rollin's book on the subject, Michigan Mammals, is 642 pages of carefully collected information and an inspiration to students of mammalogy and a tremendous resource for citizens interested in the state's fauna and its conservation.
While Rollin saw to it that natural history and a love of field studies were the unifying academic theme among all students who worked with him in the Museum's mammal range. One of his former students, Don Christian, expressed it this way: ''Doc was dually motivated by scientific interests in animals in natural environments and by an abiding curiosity about and appreciation for the aesthetics of animals and nature. His students carried away from our work with him a love of being in the field, of working with and learning about animals, and of solving scientific problems.'' Rollin Baker also saw to it that undergraduates were always welcome. In that regard, he mentored 1 of us (CJP), beginning with a National Science Foundation Undergraduate Fellowship in 1962 Fellowship in -1963 . His mentorship included 2 field trips to Mexico (1963 and 1964) and joint publications on small mammals (Baker and Phillips 1965, 1965) . Kurt Dewhurst, who succeeded Rollin as the Director of the Museum, remarked: ''Rollin served as the Director of the museum for 27 years and also was a highly productive scholar and teacher at MSU. He has left a remarkable legacy for us here at the museum in so many ways. He had a great ability to motivate students-always encouraging them to do fieldwork and publish! As a result, he touched many students' lives in lasting ways as they found academic and curatorial positions and often work in state DNR departments. For those of us who had the good fortune to know him well, we always appreciated his remarkable broad range of interests including literature, politics, sports … and his lively sense of humor.'' When Rollin Baker ''retired,'' he and Mary returned to Texas and resided in Eagle Lake. One could say that he left employment at Michigan State and created a new career in which he returned to his roots-Texas wildlife-and also developed his skills as a novelist. In 2007, at the young age of 89, he wrote new essays on mammals that were printed by the Texas Society of Mammalogists, drafted a fascinating (but currently unpublished) memoir about his experiences working with E. Raymond Hall at the University of Kansas, updated his previous description of his experience in NAMRU-2, and wrote and published 4 more historical novels about Texas! Rollin was a member of the Kiwanis Club in Lawrence Rollin Baker's legacy as a mammalogist is significant; he was a bridge between the original North American mammalogists and the post-World War II generation of mammalogists who created the academic field as we know it today. Rollin Baker helped promote the transition between pure traditional natural history and taxonomy to systematics and ecology, which now dominate the field. He also exemplified how teaching and research can be combined into an almost seamless activity. Rollin was mindful of his role as a professor and was keenly interested in the historical progression of mammalogy. Future students of the history of mammalogy will be able to study Rollin Baker's ideas and career experiences in his autobiographical writing (Baker 2005) 
